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INTRODUCTION

Eketric motors are used tO assistus in our work and to make our lives easier in general.
Just how-do electric motors operate? Electric motors operate using electricity and _magnetism.
Electricity and inagnetism are closely associated; however, very little is known 'about them and
what they are, but a great deal is known about how they act.

,

Magnetism is often defined as the poWer to attract. Certain materials have the power to
attract other similar materials this force iS known as magnetism. Natural magpetism occurs in
only a few materials; namely, iron,.. nickel, cobalt and their .alloys. All other materials are

.considered to ke non-magne tic.'

The question is often "asked Why sonic materials are magnetic and others non-magnetic. The
niost,recent theory is the "Electron Theory of Magnetism." ACcording to this theory, magnetism
is" caused by t1 unbalanced movements of the electrons in their orbits within the atoms of
'magnetic substances. The 6cact details have not been formulated because of the difficultnatare
-of the investigation. 'Figure 1 is a-drawing of what is believed' to be the "Electron Theory of
Maulietism." RegardlesS ofIthe theory, we know what magnetism can do and how.we can use it.

F'igur I. Electron Tliewy of Magnetism

-. Magnets .are .of three types: natural, permanent and electromagnets. The ones of most
interest to us are the permanent and' electromagnets. All magnets have a north and south pole.'

The study Of these so-called magnetic materials reveals that the. attractibn .between two
materials is limited to a short distance. This indicates that .t.liere is a- liOted area- around
magnetic materials in which the detractive force is apparent.The area in Which the magnet's
pidlin force is effective is called a "magnetic field." Also known is that the attracting force
becomes onger as the, magnets arc placed close'r together. This indicates that around a magnet'
there are iiwisible lines of force (Figure 2) which are close together near the magnet and
progressively farther apart away from the magnet. Since the north pcile is attracted.,to the south
pole of another magnet (Figure 3), it follows that the unlike poles of one magnet will,be
attracted to each'other and the lines of force around the magnet have a direction from the north
to the sOutli pole: As .previously stated, unlike poles of a magnet attract each other, therefore,
lilr poles repel when placed near-each other, The fundamental laW of magnetism can be stated
ds: "Unlike poles attrhct .and like poles repel each other."



Figure 2. Magnetic Field Around A Magnet ik

The drawhigVni Figint 3 iljustrates how the magnetic lines of force behave 'when unlike
polesp arc. placed Oar each othd(Illustration A), and hop like poles are repelled (Illustration B).

(A) UNLIKE POLES ATTRACT
' .

Figure 4 Magnetic 'Attraclion

I A.

(B) LIKE POLES REPEL

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

!low can .this bagc knowledge of magnetism be applied to electric, motors? When a compass
is placed near a wire through which current is flowing, the compass needle points toward. thewire (Figure '4). Since a maunetie force is the only force that,will defleet -a compass needle, it is
apparent, that a Magnetic field is produced by the current flow in the wire..1.
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Figure 4. Magnetic Field:Around A Conductor
1

In the c4e of the straight conductor, theiines of force forrn concentric circles around the
,wire. In this respect, the field'differs from that of the permanent magnet.,There.are no magnetic

poleS in the cbndUctor, at, which Hie lines of force cin enter or leave.. The "strength of the
Inaffnetic field is incieaSed with an increase in current floW. The increaso the number of lines

7- .
of force is in direct proportion to the increase in current flow. This field is distribnted along the
full length of the. conductor.,

.

As in the case of the rriagnetic lines of fOrce set up .by the permanent magnet, the lines of
force around a wire 'travel in a definite direction. -The direction of these 4ines of force is
dependedt upon the direction of current flow in the- wire..If the odirection of current flow is'
known, then the direction of the lines offorce around the crnductor can.be determined by.what
is known as the right hand rule. If the right hand grasps the conductorWith the tRumb poniting

the direction of current flow, the fingers will point in the direction Of lines of force around
the conductor: If . the dir4ction of current flow.is not known, then a compass may be used toi.'
'determine the direction of ,the lines of force and by using the right rule, the direction of current
flow can be determine/1.

-QURRENT
CARRYING ,

CON.DUCTOR'\

MAGNETIC FIELD

TWICE NUMBER
OF LINES
PER UNIT AREA

Figure/ . [lagnek# Field Strength
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The extent of thc magnetic field- arow d a conductor is limited in thoi.permanent magnet
and is progressively weak4er as the 'distance iroin .-the conductor is increased (Figure .5). This is
shown- graphically as a. series ol . concentric lines around -the conductor -progressively beeolne
farther apart as. the .distance front tl e conductor LS increased. For example, with a given cnrrent
traveling in' a 'conductor there will be_ ti the number of lines of force at a distance of 1/2 inch
from the Conductor .as there will he at a distanee.of one inch. The number of lines `per unit area
is called "densiK.- The density ofthe-fiehl, being greatest near the conductor means that the. . ,
most useful portiou-of the magnetic field is near the conductor.

II' we take a straight current carrying conductor and beud it into it:loop, the lines of force
are still traveling a`round the conductor at-right- Agles to it:-.Thc lines of force all pass thrOngh
the, inside. of the coil. This concentrates the lines inside tlj coil, and, thereforQ, materially
strengthens the field without increasIog the current flow..In "zt dition, the pohdity on-one side of
the loop is opposite to triat on the other side. This can be observed by using a magnetic
compas;;-. The thaguctic field arotind the loop is very similar to that produced by a pern

!, magnet (Figure 6).

Yi
,

Figure Nlagnetic Field Around Loop of Current Carrying Ciinductoe

ELECTROMAGNETS

-

DIRECTION OF
CURRENT FLOW

An eleac;magnet is a single conductor wound around a common core (Figure 7). When
currcht i passed through this simple coil, the current is traveling in the sante direction through -
'each loop of the coil aud the magnetic lines of force are traveling in the same direction around
the wire. When current is fraveling iii tlie same direction through seVeral conductors, the 'lines of
force around each c,nductor join and ,surroutul the several cohductors. The Ihs of forcc join
Ad travel around ,d1 the loops of the coil, entering the coil at onc end, leaving a, the oth'er end
and- returning outs de the coil. Since all Lines of fotcc travel down the inside 6f-th t coil, tlie rea
within the evil becinnes.a strong magnetic field. Wu also see that_one end of thc has'bcc
a_imalt pole lint! the other a south pole similar to a permanent magnet

4
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re 7. Eleciromagnct
,

. .. .

Air is a ,poor condi ctor for lines of force so tbe coil loses many a the .lineS of force
around the coil to t1ic-urrounding air.. In order to strengthen the, field within the coil; it is
necessary to place a soil -iron core within the coil replacing the air. This soft iron core is eas' y
magnetized and will materially strengthen the magnetic field. This then becomes a true
electromagnet. With a given 'amount of current -passing through a coil, the strength of the
electromagnet produced is directly proportional tO the number \of. turns in the coil. The strength
of the electromagnet having a *given number of turhs is also diiectly proportional tO the amount
of current passing through the coil. By varying the number of turns in the coil and*the amount
of current passing through it, virtually any strength of electromagnet may be obtained.

I
An electromagnet differs in two ways from a permanent magnet. First, it is.teniporaty,.only

,magnetit
direction of currentow is changed. In an ordinary 60 cycle alternating current, this
when curreqt is passing through it; and, se6ond, the poles of..,an electromagnet chang

when the
e,

will resul in a change of the Wetion of flow of current 120 times per second which causes the
, a ,

poles of the electromagnet to reyerse 120 times per'secorui.
, .

The bilge principle of all electric naptars can. be seen if we examine the following
illuslAtion. When current is passed through' coil 1,,tile 'north pole is establiihed; and through coil
2, the sOutli pole is established (Figure 8). A permanent magnet is mounted between the 'two
coils so tlet it Will f.otate,.and lined till so that the 2 north and south polel are, opposite each
other. Sin& like porrepel, the ple-rmanent magnet will be calAmd to rotate and the force, of
attraction between the unlike poles crill pull the LJermanent magnet. Now the rOtation would
iormally stop, due, to the attraction of the unlike poles. Howedeicalwe reverse the current flow
i the two. coffia,-this time, we can cause the poles on the c'oils to be reversed and the

permanent magnet would* be repelled again and, would continue, to rotate. If the current to the
coils is reverd every time the permanent magnet rotated-180 deg-tees or .halfway aroundthe
magnet would continue to rotate. This simple device operates on the same principle as an electric
motor. The elecTric is naturally more complex, but it operatp on this principle.

.
,
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& A Simple kleetric Motor

PART&-OF AN ELECTRIC MOTOR_

Electric motors ate -basically composed of two parts (I) the rotor ,which is the rotating
part; auk! (2) the gator which is the stationary part. These could be compared fi) our permanent
magnet and electromagnetic coils in our discussion, of how a motor runs. Itt addition to the two
main parts, the motip,r also has a frame, end bells, and through bolts,.

_
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DETERMINING SPEED OF AN ELECTRIC MOTOR

The speed of. an electric motor is,determined by the cycles id the electrieal ciiirent add the
11111111wr of pair& of wiles in the stator. For ,cxample, with regular 60 cycle single phase.current,
Hut eyeles'switch 60 times per second or 3600 times per minute. Thepoles in the stator change
every time the eyelet.; change. Considering the example of how a Inc tor'runs, this.will cause our
itermaiient" magnet to rotate 3600 times per, niinute or 3600 rpm. The formula to determine
speed is:

cycles pff.inimite
= SPeed in RPM

pairs of poles

This speed -L. the spc424-1 of the magnetic, field within the stator is Oalled synchronous speed:In,
actual practice, the siked will be 4 .to 5i'i? less due to the fact that the rotor cannot quite keep
up with the speed of the pole changes within the 'stator. In the two-pore (one pair of poles)
mptor, the actual speed 1.4411 he 3450 rpm .this difference in speed is knOwii as slip.

V
Ile following listing will help show the relationship of number of pairs of poles tp

synchronous speeds and actifitl speeds for electric, motors operating on 60 cycle single phAise
current..

Number of
Poles

Synchronous
Speed-

Actual
Speed

3600 3450

1800 , 1725

6 s 1200 1140
4-

st 8 900 850

Tyms OF' ELECTRIC *MRS IN COMMON USE

Basically, there are four types of electric motors . which are used inl.home and' farm
'application. The mos( commonly used arc the split-phase, the capacitor motors, .and
repulsion-induction motors. In certain application& where large motqs Are required, three:phase
motors are used; these motors are simple in construction inAepare relaively lower in cost for the
larger motors. \

The major difference between these motors is the starting capability. After they get up to,
operating speed, all,motors will do the same amount cif work. Wc Will briefly consider the four
types of, motors mentioned above and their tonSiruction.

7



Split-phase invtors (Figure 9) usually:. 'onsist of a rotor iind two) sets of windings in the,
.

.

AfVor. The windings ye the running and the star ing windings. The running windings consist of.
, more turns of heavier 41-c thairthe startii to windilws and are uMially wound on the, stator skits, its h

first. :nitre are arway)o. the same IN m her of poles'in both the rttng and starting windings with
the )ktoles of kthe 'starting windings halfway between the poles or the running windings. When
starting, the (-torrent- flows through both sets of windings, and afterthe motor reaches about 314- -, .
speed, the st, ting wqings arc cut nut of the circuit Hy a cc fugal switeh.,,

.,, . ,
RUNNING WIN0INGs A 13).,

itOTOR

CIW111.11,11;AL
SWITCH

Figure 9. Split Pliase 'Motor

.i/o(m's

-

STAR" NG WINDINdS (C & D)

The (!ipacitor mOtors (tan be of two types the'capacitor-start or the'capacitor-start,-.
capacitor-run. '

e
. :, .

11-he capacitor-start motor (Figure 10) is similar to the split phase in that both have the
rotor and gi,4rtinto 4ind running viik!dings. They diffcr in that tlfe capacitor-start Motor, lias a
capaeitor (eondenser) in series with the starting winding and has a'capability of starting a much
heavier htad.

The purpose.of the capacitor is to act as a reservoiewhere _an electrical charge can be
stored and fed back into the circuit. The capacitor has the effpct of splitting the. Phases'in -the
single phas-e, circuit wider, thereby creating a longer time between the current peak and
magnetism in the starting winding. &-This results in a higher .starting torque and lower starting
current requirement.

'o:, ,,
. 1 A capacitor (Figure li) is made of two sheets of aluminum foil-separated by a layer ok.

an insulating, Inaterial. They are usually': rolled up -and encased in a metal tube. -with the two
terminals Connected to the aluminuni.foil sheets. ').

."
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STARTING CAPACITOR

\*RUNNING WINDING

1

PI/

CENTRIFUGAL
SWITCH

a

e

Figure 10. Capacitor Start Motor

Figure 11. Capacitor

ROTOR

STARTING WINDING

TERMINALS

9

INSULATING
MATERIAL
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A capacitOr-staii, eapaeitor-run inoior (Figure 12) is very similar to the capacitorfstart:
,.

M
.otor; thcoonly difference being ian additional capacitor n series with the running winding. Ir '

this motor, the centrYugal switch disconnects the starting-capacitor leaving ,tlie starting wrjridifi
in the circuit, as an...extra running winding. In larger mofors abRve. 3 horsepower, tile rurrniig an
starting: chLirac teristicS. are ,iniprbvedt .,

,t
.. STARTING -

--,
- .

CAPACITOR..
..: , :

-.RIANING W'
gAP4CITOR RV:INNING WINDING

CENTRIFIJGAL
SWITCH

. Figure 12_ Capacitor Start Capacitor Run Motor

lie pu Isio thli du c tiov_illo tors to-

ROTOR'

STARTING WINDING

to

The repulsion-induction motor (Figure 13) is,-as. its name indieates, a combination
...

nrbtor. The motor starts on one principle and runs 'on another..It starts on the principle of
_magnetic repulsion and when almost up to operating speed, it switches over and riins on the
induction principle the same as the other motors we have discussed before. Due .to"its starting'
principle, repulsion, it has ahigh starting torque and it can handle large variations in load with a
minimum of.variation in inpu utrrent.

The repulsion-indu'ction motor has only, one winding in the stator which acts as a
miming winding. It has a wound rotor instead of the squirrel-eage type and has a commutator
and brushes..

Th, is no direct connection between the line current and the' brushes or rotor
wind;hg,. Tip' brushes -serve- .only to- complete -the -circuit in -bettaiti -rOtOr oils. ThiS --creates
strong ti-iHctic forces within the rotor which react with those of the stator causing the motor
to start.. When it approaches fUll irunnhig speed (above 75% of running speed), all the
coMmutator bars-are.short-c,ireuited together by a centrifugal device within stile-rotor so that the
rotor -op'erates at full speed like thc squirrel-cage type.

10
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"N ROTOR COILS

ar
ROTOR

COMM UTATO ARS/
s CIRMIT DEVICE

!

1BRUSHES /CUNNING WINDING

Figure 13. Repubiion Induction Mot

..

Both capacitor and repulsion-start inductiOn motors are designed to have the sri,
high-starting torque. For this reason, they can be used,interchangeably in farm applications/under
normal voltage conditions. Because of having greater starting torque per ampere of current, tlie
repulsion-start induction motor is less likely to aggravate a low-voltage condition or be troubled
by voltage drop. Both types of motgrs are mgedly bilit and give gdod service:on the farm for
steady or intermittent use. , ,

o
Most repulsion-start inductionemotors, even in the' fractional horsepower sizes, can be

. .
operated on e ither 120- or 240-volt current. The stator winding is usually divided into halves and
four leads are brought intco the terminal box. These two halves are connecied in parallel for
120-volt sd, in series, for 240-v6lt operation. .

. .
Direction of rotation is- determined by the position of the brushes with respect to the

cehters of, the stator coils. Therefore, Jeversing is accomplished by shifting the brushes to a
different position. Some motors have a'brush-shifting lever which extends outside tlie motorA

, With others, it n\ay be necessary to remove a plate on the end shield,.and move an internal
brush shifting device.

401

1. Three-Phase .11otors

Three-phase motors (Figure 14) are not presently used to any great degree on farms;
however, with the use of, more and larger motors, the three-phase motor will become common.

The construction of three-phase Motors differs from the other motors we have
considered. A three-phase motor has three separate windings, one for eaeli phase', wpch are
equally spaced around the inside of the stator. Three-phase electric motors use a squirrel-cage
rotor and will start and run without starting windings. TheSe motors are simple in construction
having no centrifugal switch:brushes or short-circuiting devices and -are, therefore, cheaper and
easier to maintain. The currents in these windings altepiate progressively and continually so as toe
produce a uniformly revolving field that drags the rotor around with it.

11
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One- ajor problem with ee-phase mf6tors in rural areas is the availability of .

e
three-phase c ent. In some cases a c yeller for Ahanging single-phase to three-phase current
may be used The advantages of three-phise motors are unlimited horsepower range, simple in
construction, rugged and lower costjor motors rated above one horsepower.

,.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR NAMEPLATE

The electric motor namdplate can provide you with a great amount of information
concerning the characteristics of the motor. In motor Selection, the nameplate can give you all
the needed information about a specific motOr and the characteristics and/or conditions under

,which it will operate.

A sample nameplate is shown in Figure, 15. e
,o

various nunibered items are indicated by
arrows and described below:

1. The style number is thc manufacturers specifications code. It corresponds to a set of
drawings and electrical specifications that were necessary to,lproduce this motor.

2. Eranie size as defined by the National Electrical Manufacturers Asiociation. The most
common sthall motor frame sizes are Size 42, Size 48, 'and Size 56.

5

3. The type of power the motor has been designed to operate on. Some motors operate
on single-phase A-C, others on two-phase and three-phte A-C, and4still others on
direct current.

4. The numbcr of horsepower (or fractional part) this motor will produce at rated speed.
1 6

12



'The speed in revolutions per mMu te the onot(Ki will produce at rated horSepower,
voltage and frequency.

, .

6. Frequency at which this motocis to be operated (sually 60 cycles, althoug1.50 cycle
power will occasionally be encountered).

,

Voltage -at which ,:this motor may be operated (generally this will be 115 volts, 230
volts, 115/23p volts or 220/440 volts).

8.
.

:S-Carnidi current drawn at rated,load, rated voltage, and rated frequency.

. 0
9. , Amodnt -in degrees centigrade ly which 'moto\.r temperature will rise over the ambient

or, surrounding air temp@tature when..operatirwp at rated load 'and speed. Forty or fifty
degrees centigrade rise are the most common17,15e110 .,

0

10. Duty rating, the period of. ,t-ime the 'motor may be ,operated without overheating.-
(usually IQntinuously). .

1
11'7' A N.E.M;A. code letter deignating the locked rotor,kva per hoisepower. For*xample,

the letter M illows for .10 to 11.2 kva per horsepower. Nj,,

12.., The current this motor 41' draw when it is loaded to its full service factor.

13. When the motor is operating at rated,voltage and frequency, if rnay be overloaded up
to the horsepower obtained by multiplying the service factor I- the nanieplate (rated)
ktorsepowcr. However, w;heli operating at the full serviee factor, both -the current and

-temperature rise will exceed the values shown on the nameplate.

14. llousing or type of enclosure.

.15. -Eype lettd Code that each manufacturer uses to indicate something about the
eonstruetjon and the power the mot6r runs on. Codes Will indicate split:Phase,
capacitor-start, ete.

16: IanufactUrers code miniber appearing on a motor nameplate may be_ an actual-serial
!mintier used 'on wily one -motor manufactured by that particular company; it may
indiCate, the serial number of a motor built on a particular order for some customer; or
it may be coded with ietters or numbers to indicate merely the date the motor was
manufactured.

Al

17. The type of thermoguard protection installed in this motor,

A Indicates automatic reset, U. L. approved

D Indicates automatic reset, time delay, U. L. approved for oil burner service

Indicates manual reset, U. L. approved

Indicates automatic or manual reSet, not U. L. approved

Note: U., L. refers to. the Underwriters Laboratory.

/13
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C Motor
TifiMOGUARD
Tkirmall PIstected

! Style , Serial
,

Frame Type , .,,

'HP.TTjPh !lousing

RPM
I servIce :

Factor

t'. Cycles I

Figure 15.

Code

j.Hours
WestInghouse Electric Corp

101111561101, MADE IN U S A

inple' nameplate which explains the basic electrical and mechanical charicteristicsof the motor.

18
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ELECTRIOPMOTOR COMPARISONS-6
LOAD

TYPE

MO/OR

TYPE

STARTING

. AEIILIP

(TORQUE)

STARTING

CURRENT

'SIZE' '
HP.

RANGE

ELECTRICAL POWER

REQUIREMENTS

SPEED

RANGE

REVERS.

!OLE

_

RELATIVE

COST

.

OTHER

CHARACTERISTICS

..

. TYPICAL

USES

.
PHASE , VOLTAGE

(1)

.

(2) . (3) (4) (5)' IP In (8) (9) (10)
i..

(11)

I.

EASY

STARTIh'
,

LOAOS

,

,

it
OIFFICU

TARTING

IADS .

,

la)

.Shaded Very low.

Pole 50% to 100%

Induction of its

running

. ' torque. ,

Low

-

1120- Single'

114

)
i

,

.

Usually

120

.

900 '.

1200

1800

1600.

1

.

No Very Light day; low in .

Low efficiency, no radio

interference,

Small fans, freezer blowers,

arc welder blowers, hair

dryers, small tool grinders.

,

.

Split- rLow.
Phase 100% to 150%

I/ of its

running I

torque,

,

. High.

6 to 8 times

running

current.

r .

/ .

f
1120- Single

314 .

Usually

. 420

.

,

,

900

\ 1200

1800 .

3600

n

Yes Low Simple construction.

'

-

.
..

Fans, furnace blowers, lathes,

small shop tools, jet pkinTs.,

,

\
(c)

Permanent- Very low.

Split, 50% to 100%

Capacitor. of its ,
Induction running

torque.

Low

i
. r

1/ 20 Single

1

'

.

Single

lioltage

12(1 or

' 240

,
Vari-

able

. 900-

1800 ,

No i . Low Usually custo

for special ap

not recommended

.. belt drive.

.designed

lication,

for

,, \
Air compressors, fans.

1

(d) .

Soft-Start Veri/ low.

50% to 100%

of,its

running

torque.

Lpw.

2 ici 21/4

times.

running

current , ° ;

71/2- Siligle.

50
4

, j, 4

. \:...

240

.

r

1800

3600

Yes t

)

\
High , Used in motor sizes

normiliy served by

3-phase power when 3-

phase power is not

'vadable.e

'

Aentrifugal pumps, crop

dryer fans, feetgrinder,

'
..

lel r,

Capacitor. High. 3 to

Start, . 4 times

rnduction. running.

Run torque,

Medium,

,3 to 6, times

running

cugent,

, ,.,

116. Single

10.

,,,.

1

120- .,
240.

,

0

1000,

3600

Yes Moderate Long ser low

niaintenance, very

popular, .

Wätr systeins, air compres

sors, ventilatinglans,

grinders, blowers.

f() \
Repulsion. High, 4

Start,' times

nduction running

Run, torque. .

Low 21/2

to 3 times .

running

currerlt,

r-'
.

1/6. Single

20 . ,

, .

120-

240

,

,

1200.

1800

.% 3600

,

Yes ' Moderate Handles large load,

to High variations tith little'

vaiiatiOn in current

demand.

. N

Grinders, deep.well purnps,

silb unioaders, grain

conveyors, bam,cleaners.

(gl'

Capacitoi- High, .11/2

Start to.41/2 time

Capacitor. running

Run torque,:

..

Medium,

3, to 5 times

running

current.

/
V2- ° Single

25

.

120.

240

.

900

120001

1800

,36d0 ',X

.

Yes Moderate, Good starting ability

and fullload efficiency.

0 '

.

Pumps; air compressors,

drying fans, large conve/ors,

feed'mills.

(h)

Repulsion. Hight 4 )

Stirt, tiMes

Capacitor.- running

Run ..,, torque.

..

Low, 2V2

to 3 times

runninr
current.

,

I

1.15 ' Single

i'

Usually

240 "
,1200

, 1800

3600

Yes Moderate High efficiency, requires

. to High more service than most

motils, li
,

1

Conveyors, deep.well pump,

feed mill, silo unldader, ,

.

d '

.Phase,

1)) '

Three- Meditim,

2 to 3 times

General. running

Purpose torqUe,

Low-

medium

3 to 4 times

running

.current.

ii. Three

ak ,'
Dr '

more

"

- ,

, '

120-240 d

240.480 (

. or

higher

1

900

1200.

1800

3600

4
,

.

Yes Very Very simple construction,

. Low dependable, service-

, free.'

4.,.......,

,

Conveyors, dryers, elevators, :_i

hoists, irrigation pumps.

.

,


